
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL KARNEVAL 

Karneval 

11 CRAZY CARNIVAL EVENTS HELD BETWEEN NOVEMBER 11 AND LENT 

7. 'Weiberfastnacht,' or Fat Thursday 

The last Thursday before Lent is very similar to the November u party. On market 

squares of different carnival strongholds, thousands of fools and jesters take to the 

streets, at 11:11 a.m. of course, to enjoy speeches, music and even more alcohol. True 

carnival professionals don't hold back - they'll take a week off until Ash Wednesday to 

party extensively before Lent starts. 

8. Barrel race in Dilsseldorf 

Beyond the countless carnival parties, other traditions are maintained. In Cologne oo 

Carnival Sunday, small parades called "Schull- und Veedelszoch" go through the 

different neighborhoods of the city. 

Women like to party together at ca mi val 

In Diisseldorf, the neighborhood of Niederkassel celebrates the Sunday before Rose Monday with a tradition banel race. Participants roll 

wheelbarrows carrying big barrels around a racetrack. Traditionally, there is a team of princes and a team of farmers in the race, as they 

are the rulers of the barrels' guard. Sometimes the mayor of the city also participates. 

9. 'Rosenmontag,' or Rose Monday 

The Rose Monday parades in Diisseldorf, Cologne and Mainz are now world famous. International TV stations film these. For carnival

goers, they are the climax of carnival season. Colorful floats poking fun at politicians alternate with brass bands and dance groups 

organized by carnival associations. Throughout the parade, candies and small bouquets of flowers are thrown at the crowd. At the end of 

the parade always comes the prince's sumptuously decorated float. For the carnival rulers, this parade closes a week of tightly scheduled 

duties. 

10. 'Nubbelverbrennung,' or burning of the straw man 

A huge straw man called "Nubbel" hangs above pubs in Cologne. It is burned in the night before Ash Wednesday. The Nubbel stands for 

all the sins committed by the fools during carnival season, as well as all other recent misfortunes - for example, if the local football club lost 

their last game. In Diisseldorf, a similar character called "Hoppeditz" is burned that night. 

11. Fish on Ash Wednesday 

The Hoppeditz burns. Don't worry, he'll awaken again next 

year on November 11 

-------
On Ash Wednesday, Lent begins and goes on until Good Friday. For strict Catholics, 

this means going through a period of six weeks without eating meat, with fish being 

allowed on Fridays. Some non-Catholics also pick something they will stop 

consuming during that period, for example alcohol, tobacco or even the Internet. A 

traditional meal of fish launches the fasting period on Ash Wednesday. 


